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Introduction and Research Questions
Almost four hundred years ago, the French and Spanish governments divided the Catalan
border regions located between their respective countries. The subsequent centuries have seen
the expansion and development of the Catalan language in Spain and the demise of the Catalan
language in France, where it has nearly deteriorated to disuse. Is this a reflection upon the French
and Spanish culture or was it simply governmental policy? If so, what did the central
governments of Madrid and Paris do in the centuries following the division that resulted in this
contrasting development of Catalan? What effect did the usage of Catalan in governmental
relations, schools, and quotidian life have on its discontinuance, its prospering? How does one
measure the vitality of a regional language? This study, rooted in Grenoble and Whaley's 1998
systemization of endangered language prospects, "Toward a typology of language
endangerment," will focus upon several categories such as governmental intervention, economic
strength, religious involvement, but particularly the consequences that the unique French and
Spanish cultures have had upon the regional language Catalan.

Previous Work
A great many scholars have attempted to categorize the potentiality of, and reasoning
behind, endangered language survival (Fernando, Valijarvi, & Goldstein 2010) (Crystal 2000),
(Grenoble & Whaley 1998), (Dorian 1998), and dialect survival (Schilling-Estes & Wolfram
1999). As stated above, this study employs many of the ideas from these publications. This work,
however, reflects upon the reasons, both historical and contemporary, behind the survival of a
particular language, such as (Spolsky 2002) on the Navajo language and is the first of its kind on
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to analyze the Catalan language in this manner. So while there have surely been studies on
language prospects, to this point, none have focused upon the Catalan language spanning across
the French and Spanish borders. Research of this topic is pertinent to sociolinguistics today
because it can reveal the specific structural factors that contribute to a particular language's
survival, and as such, help us see the larger picture of language endangerment and survival
through an applied lens.

History
The year 1659 was an important one for the Mediterranean superpowers France and
Spain. It saw the end to the bitter Thirty Years' War fought between the two nations, the signing
of the momentous Treaty of the Pyrenees', and the ensuing division of the lands surrounding the
Pyrenees, the mountain range between the countries.
As is often the case with artificially constructed borders, a great conflict arose in this
region. For although the French and Spanish governments had negotiated a new border dividing
the two countries, a linguistic and cultural frontier did not immediately develop. Rather, a
cultural minority group, comprising its own language, a unique, standardized Romance language
derived from Vulgar Latin, now rested on either side of the border: the Catalans. Catalonia, once
a unified, sovereign nation with its own monarchy and cultural and linguistic traditions, was now
divided.
At the Munster Negotiations, a preliminary council that led to the Treaty of the Pyrenees,
Catalonia, the region of the Catalans, "was but one piece among many, on the chessboard where
the contest for hegemony in western Europe was played between two great powers: the kingdom
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of France and the Spanish Monarchy," (Sanchez-Marcos 279, 1998). The two superpowers paid
little heed to the unique culture that they were dividing and the implications for the next four
hundred years.
From this point onward the story of the region surrounding the Pyrenees, and its
language, Catalan, branches out in the French direction, with Catalan spoken in the Roussillon
region of southwestern France, and in the Spanish direction, with Catalan spoken in Catalonia, in
northeastern Spain. Although Catalan prevails today, more than ten million people would refer to
the language as their mother tongue, the French and Spanish governments have treated the
language in decidedly different manners. A variety of factors led to the continued relevance or
eventual demise of the Catalan language in these two regions: historical approach to the
language, governmental policy, and involvement of the Catholic Church to name a few.
However, in addition to these factors, the unique French and Spanish cultures have shaped the
distinct paths of the Catalan language in Catalonia and the Roussillon. A current debate in
linguistics is if culture affects maternal language. I propose that there is a prevailing culture, a
unique French or Spanish culture, affecting the French and the Spanish spoken in France and
Spain, but I will propel this idea further, as I demonstrate how the French and Spanish cultures
have an additional effect upon the Catalan regional language.
1. France
This historical analysis of France's treatment of the Catalan language begins in perhaps
the most tumultuous time in the nation's history: the French Revolution of 1789. During this
period of history, contemporary French linguistic policy would take root. Although the Catalan
language did not receive the respect that the French language warranted under the Ancien
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Regime, (French was, after all, the language of the French Court) the Catalans and their language
remained unscathed for many years following the division of the lands around the Pyrenees. The
language even began to flourish as the French Catalans accepted their new alliance with France
(Gaquin 1996). Prior to the Revolution, during the Ancien Regime, regional languages enjoyed
official recognition in court hearings and use in official documents. Indeed, Peter Gourevitch
describes pre-Revolution France "on the eve of the Revolution" as "institutionally and
linguistically as diverse as Spain" (319, 1979).
But following the bloodiness of the upheaval of the French monarchy and nobility, the
new post-Revolution government abandoned the previous laissez-faire ideology for regional
languages. The Jacobins, a political group of the French Revolution with centralist, nationalist
ideologies, were the victors of the Revolution. As France is a traditionally centralist nation
concerning governmental policy, it should come as no surprise that despite the mayhem and
complete upheaval of the Revolution, the centralist policies that dominated the French monarchy
carried over to the new French Republic. Yet the Jacobins quickly distinguished their
methodology from that of the Ancien Regime as they imposed the French language upon the
French peoples in a method aptly described as "francization" (Wardhaugh 7, 1996). This
included the millions of rural citizens that did not speak or understand French (Judge, 2007). The
new government reduced regional languages within France to the appellation patois, or "des
parlers locaux employes par une population de civilisation inferieure

a celle que represente

la

langue commune environnante" (Guiraud 6, 1968) or "local forms of speech used by a
population whose civilization is inferior to the one of the common language" (Judge 16,2007).
These patois included the Catalan spoken in the Roussillon. From this point onward, French was
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to become the superstrate of the Catalan language as linguistic discrimination ran rampant
through France, particularly affecting the isolated Roussillon region and the Catalan language.

According to Thomas Hylland Eriksen's 1992 study on linguistic hegemony, as minority
languages give way to those languages that dominate them, the culture of the minority language
speakers becomes more culturally similar to the dominant culture. Realizing the importance of
this linguistic unification, and its prospects for the unification of the entire French state, the
Jacobins amalgamated the French people under one language, and thus, one culture as they
embarked upon a program of nation building by centralizing governmental functions and
consolidating the official, national language: French. The Jacobins aptly justified their linguistic
discrimination in many ways: knowledge of the French language was essential to, for example,
the comprehension of the new Republican ideals. In January of 1794, one notable member of the
Committee of Public Safety, Bertrand Barere, declared that "le federalisme et la superstition
parle bas Breton ... et le fanatisme parle le Basque," (Wardhaugh 6, 1996). However, the French
language became "the cement of the nation" (Judge) in the government's fresh disarray and came
to represent stability and the goodness of democracy as the French people were finally united
under one language. Regional languages were merely "une menace
du peuple francais" (Gaquin 284,2005).

a l'unicite

et l'rndivisibilite

In bringing a consensus ofvemacular to the new French

Republic, the efforts to centralize the government in Paris contributed to the ruin of regional
languages, such as Catalan.

The elitist attitude towards the grandeur of the French language that transcended the new
government did not bode well for regional languages within France. In 1784, author Antoine de
Rivarol would defend the grandeur of the French language, citing many of the language's
structural characteristics:
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Ce qui distingue notre Langue des langues anciennes et modernes, c' est I' ordre et
la construction de la phrase. Cet ordre doit toujours etre direct et necessairement
clair. Le Francais nomme d'abord Ie sujet du discours, ensuite le verbe qui est
l'action, et enfin l'objet de cette action: voila la Logique naturelle a tous les
hommes;" ... Le Francais, par un privilege unique, est seul reste fidele a l'ordre
direct. .. il faut toujours qu'il existe : et c'est en vain que les passions nous
bouleversent et nous sollicitent de suivre l'ordre des sensations; la Syntaxe
francaise est incorruptible. C'est de-la que resulte cette admirable clarte, base
eternelle de notre Langue: ce qui n'est pas clair n'est pas francais ; ce qui n'est
pas clair est encore anglais, italien, grec ou latin'". Pour apprendre les Langues a
inversions, il suffit de connaitre les mots et leurs regimes; pour apprendre la
Langue Francaise, il faut encore retenir l' arrangement des mots
(Rivarol, 1784).
In Rivarol's book, Discours de l'universalite de la langue francoise, published in 1784, the
author manifests the elitist attitude, regarding the French language, of many within the new postRevolution. As a result of attitudes such as those of Rivarol, the official governmental policy
towards regional languages and their speakers in France sought "to encourage language shift
towards French by a mixture of overt and covert coercion and bribery" (Ager 104, 2008).
Abbe Henri Gregoire, a notable French clergyman of the time and a fervent antiregionalist, zealously supported this new governmental policy towards regional languages. In
one of his earlier publications, Gregoire elicits this attitude regarding regional languages:
La France a dans son sein peut-etre huit millions de sujets, dont les uns peuvent a
peine balbutier quelques mots estropies ou quelques phrases disloquees de notre
idiome; les autres l'ignorent complettement (sic). On sait qu'en [... J beaucoup de
lieux, le Clerge est encore oblige de precher en patois local, sous peine de u'etre
pas compris s'il parlait francais. Les gouvemements ignorant (sic) ou ne sentent
pas assez combien l' aneantissemcnt des patois importe a l' expansion des
Lumieres, a la connaissance epuree de la religion, a I'execution facile des loix
(sic), au bonheur national, et a la tranquillite politique.
(A. H. Gregoire, 1788) (as cited in Certeau 21, 2002).
Indeed, Gregoire later canied out a study on behalf of the new regime and entitled his report on
the findings Rapport sur la necessite et les moyens d'aneantir les patois et d'universaliser
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l 'usage de fa langue francoise, or Report on the Necessity and Ways to Annihilate the Patois and
to Universalize the Usage a/the French Language. Beginning on August 13, 1790, Gregoire
released a survey to the various regions of the country where citizens spoke languages other than
French. The survey interrogated its subjects with questions such as "Quelle serait l'importance
religieuse et politique de detruire entierement ce patois?" (as cited in Certeau 13,2002). In
response to this loaded question, the people of Perpignan simply wrote: "Pour la detruire, il
faudrait detruire le soleil, la fraicheur des nuits, la qualite des eaux, l'homme tout entier" (as
cited in Marley 18, 1995), manifesting their strong affiliation to the Catalan language. As he
presented the findings from his investigation to the National Convention on June 4, 1794,
Gregoire intended to present his findings that many citizens did not simply speak these
languages, but that they were inferior to French, a threat to national security, and should be
eliminated. In his presentation, Gregoire claimed that at least six million French citizens, and
especially those of the countryside, "ignorent la langue nationale" and those who actually spoke
the national language only numbered roughly three million (3-4, 1794). In his written report,
Gregoire expressed the sentiment of many centralists of the day as he states, "II faut qu'on ne
puisse apprendre notre langue sans pomper nos principes" and that "Je crois avoir etabli que
l'unite d'idi6me est une partie integrante de la revolution" (17, 11, 1794). Like many of his
contemporaries within the new government, Gregoire believed the French language to be a
unifying tool within the new Republic. He went on to cite a number of other reasons supporting
the elimination of regional languages including their threat to social equality, all branches of the
economy, and "parce que l'idi6me est un obstacle

a la propagation

des Lumieres" of the

Revolution (4-6, 1794). Although Gregoire acknowledged the potential ridicule his views could
incite, he nevertheless reinforced his dogma in a reference to the ancient Romans: "Pour jouir du
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droit de cite, les Romains ri'etoient-ils pas obliges de faire preuve qu'ils savoient lire & nager?"
(15, 1794), suggesting a required knowledge of the French language to become a French citizen,
and planting the first roots of linguistic discrimination in France.
The legacy of Gregoire's report and subsequent ideology has haunted regional language
speakers in France for generations. As Audrey Gaquin puts it, "la langue francaise est imposee
aux autres par la pratique de genocide culturel, par l'administration, la police et I'armee
francaise, avec la complicite de l'Eglise et de la bourgeoisie," (4, 1996, emphasis added). Since
the Revolution and Gregoire's infamous publications, the Catalan speakers of France have found
it increasingly difficult to gain respect for their language.
The new centralized government in Paris came to playa larger role in the demise of the
Catalan language than perhaps even the lacobins had originally imagined. Dennis Ager describes
this, saying "centralizing in Paris means that it is easy for social or political networking to create
a tightly knit group of managerial cadres in the civil service[ ... ]sharing similar[ ... ]views," (91,
2008) not allowing outside political dissidents that could, for example, bolster regional linguistic
rights. Instead, the same ideologies were recycled within the new government. France's
renowned gran des ecoles also contributed to this cycle as only the top ten high schools in
France, all of which are located in Paris, feed into the gran des ecoles and thus do not permit
outside political ideologies that could shift the prevailing linguistic policy regarding regional
languages (Ager 91,2008). The resistant nature of the policy-makers in France, and their
subsequent disinclination to implement new ideas, such as a relaxed linguistic policy, into the
fixed governmental system, contributed immensely to the demise of Catalan.
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In addition to the circular nature of the centralized French government that perpetuated
many of the same ideologies, policy-makers at the national level began to introduce legislation
that hindered the development of Catalan. The loi du 2 thermidor an II of 1794, for example,
infamously declared that "nul acte public ne pourra, dans quelque partie que ce soit du territoire
de la Republique, etre ecrit qu'en langue francaise" (as cited in Wardhaugh 6, 1996). This
mandate clearly incited many to learn French but the obligation had already increased as the
government had raised the salaries of bilingual French-regiona11anguage teachers in 1790
(Judge, 2007). This mandate encouraged teachers to learn and teach French, in lieu of regional
languages such as Catalan for simple financial gain. An additional piece of legislation that
contributed to the use of French over Catalan came in 1793 as the government mandated French
as the sole language of instruction in schools, (Wardhaugh 6, 1996). Paris would strictly enforce
this piece of legislation for the next two hundred years. When students, for example, did not
comply with the stringent new linguistic policies within schools, they were shamed in front of
their peers. Acquiescent teachers forced students caught speaking any language besides French
to wear le symbole, a token of shame that varied from region to region (Chonaill 289, 2004). The
sociolinguistic reverberations from these and many other pieces of legislation issued following
the Revolution can still be felt in contemporary French linguistic policy.
Despite these deep-seated efforts, the French language remained a foreign one to
approximately twenty-five percent of the country's citizens throughout the nineteenth century
(Wardhaugh 7, 1996). This is primarily attributed to the lack of compulsory public education in
France at the time. The alarming statistic was a constant source of concern to the ever-centralized
government in Paris", but several factors began to transform it. Firstly, Paris imposed mandatory
military service in 1882. Young men from all over France, particularly during the First World
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War, left their home regions for Paris, coming together in service and using French to
communicate (Judge, 2007). The Industrial Revolution, particularly the invention of the railway,
helped spread the centralized ideology of Paris to outlying regions (Wardhaugh 7, 1996). Once a
region of great linguistic diversity, by the end of the nineteenth century, the Roussillon was
falling victim to discrimination at the hands of the centralist government, notably in the field of
education, which will be expanded upon later in this paper. As French became the language of
prestige and diplomacy throughout Europe in the late nineteenth century, the federal propaganda
slogan "Soyez propre, parlez francais," and the ideology that it represented, surpassed the
Catalan language.

These are all examples of the policies of the French government, directly affecting
Catalan and its success as a regional language within France. When one outlines the origins of
French language ideology, it should come as no surprise that, to this day, the French government
does not officially recognize Catalan. But does that completely explain why Catalan did not
survive in France, or were there other factors at stake? I will address these potential outlying
factors and the influence they have had on the Catalan language. Before commencing this
analysis, we must contextualize this examination of the history of French language ideology
through a historical comparison of language policies within neighboring Spain.

II. Spain
As explained above, following the Treaty of the Pyrenees, the story of the Catalan
language goes in two directions: we will now branch off in the direction of the Spanish, in
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Catalonia where a contrasting governmental policy regarding regional languages led to much
different results for the Catalan language.
The approach of the central government towards the Catalan language in Spain differs
greatly from France. Contrasting the stringent linguistic ideology of France, governmental policy
in Spain has permitted a great deal of linguistic plurality. For although a centralized, monarchical
government existed in Madrid, Spain for the entirety of the history of the Spanish state, its power
and centrality did not rival that of Paris over the French Republic, especially in linguistic policy.
Similar to the language policies of the Ancien Regime in France, the Spanish monarchies
traditionally let Catalonia be. That is not to say that Castilian was not the favored language in the
Spanish Court. There have been several mandates favoring Castilian, such as a 1716 decree that
Castilian be the sole language of the Spanish administration. Yet when Madrid has attempted to
trim down Catalonia's autonomy, obstacles such as the famedji.eros, or "the distinct laws of
quasi-independent

[Spanish] provinces" (Laitin 299, 1989) prevented Catalonia's constitutional

rights from being stripped through the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. France has no such
autonomist protections. As a result, by the nineteenth century, the conservative, nationalist base
in Madrid had all but abandoned its attempts to create a unified, nationalist political base of
citizens from its various regions (Aguilar, Humlebaek 2002). This, of course, contrasts greatly
from France's nationalist efforts that, as previously explained, flourished in the later part of the
nineteenth century.
So while Paris successfully marginalized the Catalan language and began to pave its path
to extinction in the Roussillon, Catalan continued to thrive in Catalonia. For although the people
of Catalonia spoke both Catalan and Castilian, Catalan maintained a strong presence, for
example, in the media v with the publication of the first newspaper written exclusively in Catalan,
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El Diari Catala, in 1880 (Payne, 1971), the arrival of the first radio station emitting programs in
Catalan in 1932, and the production of the first film spoken in Catalan, also in 1932 (Moreno,
2008). Whilst Catalan was making an appearance in the media, native Catalan speakers were also
standardizing the language through the production of dictionaries and the standardization of
orthography as well as the immense production of books written in Catalan.vi This welcoming
approach to Catalan usage would set the stage for future linguistic initiatives after the fall of
Franco.
The Catalan language was truly burgeoning in Catalonia. This was assisted by a 1931
piece of legislation that granted Catalan official, legal protection from Madrid (Gade, 2003) and
negotiations between Catalonia's new government The Generalitat de Catalunya and the
Spanish national government that granted the region a degree of autonomy. This protection,
however, was brutally pushed aside as Generalisimo Francisco Franco vii came to power after the
fall of Madrid and Valencia on April 1, 1939. Franco based his new, authoritarian government in
Madrid and intentionally mimicked the highly centralized French state. Franco wasted little time
before placing restrictions upon the Spanish people. The regional languages were a primary
target, especially Catalan. It was his belief that these regional languages and varying ethnicities
were the source of Spain's problems and that their elimination would result in the formation of
one, single Spanish identity (Encarnacion, 2004). His approaches at homogenizing not simply
the language, but also the region's identity, varied and included: prohibiting the display of the
Catalonian flag and dancing fa sardana, Catalan's ethnic dance (Encarnacion, 2004), requiring
Castilian names on gravestones in place of Catalan, exchanging Catalan street names for
Castilian, christening Catalan children with Castilian names, shutting down the highly successful
Catalan newspapers and radio stations (Rees, 1996) and prohibiting the usage of Catalan in
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school classrooms. To enforce these stringent regulations, the authoritarian government
threatened, for example, the dismissal or transfer of public employees to more linguistically
homogenized regions. Although perhaps appearing trivial to a non-Spanish citizen of the 21 st
century, these small, but numerable incisions into the Catalan culture took a great toll on a
language, which however prominent, was still a minority within the entire Spanish state.
Yet Franco's ardent efforts had a reserve effect upon the Catalan culture of Spain. Marley
points out that "des episodes d'oppression linguistique peuvent fonctionner comme symboles de
gloire en aidant

a construire

des sentiments de loyaute

a l'egard

du groupe" (83, 1995). Franco's

efforts actually inspired a newfound pride in the people of Catalonia that they would manifest
under the new democracy. This surge of regional pride, particularly for their language, can be
attributed to an already strong presence of the Catalan language. Unlike similar preclusive
actions within France following the Revolution, Franco's efforts in Spain were unsuccessful
because the Catalan people had already established a firm base within their language. Still, it
took the development of a new democracy following the fall of Franco for the Catalan people of
Spain to finally take a stance for their region and its language.

Current Policy
The foregoing historical analysis of both countries' treatment of Catalan allows us to
understand better their current respective regional language policies, specifically Catalan. Today
Catalan in Spain and Catalonia enjoys immense amounts of protection and autonomy while
Catalan in France and the Roussillon is on a swift ride towards extinction - partially as a result of
the countries' respective govermnental policies towards regional languages.
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I. Spain

Following the death of Franco on November 20,1975, and the subsequent downfall of his
regime, the monarchy of Juan Carlos I was temporarily reinstated in Spain. However, a modem,
democratic constitution quickly followed in 1978, bringing sweeping changes to the new Spanish
republic, notably to its autonomous communities, such as Catalonia, and forming "a
decentralized state divided into seventeen autonomous communities with legislative and
executive competencies shared between the two levels of government" (Arzoz 84, 2008). Today,
this is the model that Spain uses in support of regional languages. 1will now outline the
following aspects of Spain's contemporary democracy and how it supports Catalan in a way that
the French government does not.
Firstly, Catalonia reinstated its govermnent, the Generalitat de Catalunya. Today the
Generalitat is a highly autonomous self-government, although the degree of autonomy is always
a matter of debate with Madrid, and can vary amongst the governmental departments (Ferrer,
2000). While still under the control of Madrid, the reformation of the Generalitat was a milestone
in regional language policies both within Spain and throughout Western Europe as the new,
autonomous government permitted a great deal of political independence for Catalonia and the
Catalan language. Yet, the Generalitat cooperates with, and is endorsed by, Madrid - an essential
component to its successful autonomy. Secondly, Spain's three main regional languages:
Catalan, Basque, and Galician, were all officially protected under the new constitution: "La
riqueza de las distintas modalidades lingtiisticas de Espana es un patrimonio cultural que sera
objeto de especial respeto y proteccion" (Leggio, 1978). In these ways, the new Spanish
democracy has supported regional language use.
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Still, the Generalitat desired more autonomy and thus pursued more legislative policies
that would benefit the Catalan language with Catalonia. Each region within Spain negotiated
their respective estatuto auton6mico, statute of autonomy, with Madrid (Encarnacion, 2004).
Charlotte Hoffmann points out that the statutes were passed in an order that reflected their want
of autonomy: Catalonia negotiated in 1979, the first autonomous region to do so (1995).
Catalonia's statute states, among other declarations, that
El catala es la llengua oficial de Catalunya. Tambe ho es el castella, que es la
llengua oficial de l'Estat espanyol. Totes les persones tenen el dret d'utilizar les
dues llengues oficials i els ciutadans de Catalunya tenen el dret i el deure de
coneixer-les ...no hi pot haver discriminacio per l'us de qualsevol de les dues
llengues.
(Generalitat de Catalunya,
Estatut d'autonomia de Catalunya 2006,6.2).
In 1983, just five years after negotiating its first estatuto auton6mico, the Generalitat carried out
a massive study, under the Catalan Language Instruction Service, to examine the bilingual
education initiatives that the Statute of Autonomy had outlined. Their results led to the
discovery, primarily, that the only bilingual Castilian-Catalan students were those that came from
Catalan-speaking homes (Ferrer, 2000). In response to this discovery, the Generalitat passed The
Linguistic Normalization Act of 1983. Amongst other things, the act mandated Catalan as the
primary language of instruction in all schools, prohibited the separation of children based on
language dominance, and began the Language Immersion Program which immersed students
ages 3-7 in Catalan, regardless of language spoken in the home. The Language Policy Act of
1998 followed, requiring, most notably, a proficiency in Catalan on the part of all teachers and
professors within Catalonia (Ferrer, 2000). But the legislation also promoted the language within
the media requiring, for example, an equal number of television channels, radio stations, and
screens at movie theaters in Castilian and Catalan.t'" The media has proven one of the most
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effective methods of language planning in Catalonia. The objective of these policies is to
promote the Catalan language and to rebuff the years of inferior status that Madrid and Castilian
forced upon Catalonia and Catalan. The Generalitat has gone to such lengths as distributing
bilingual drivers' licenses, identity cards, and postage stamps" (Woolard, 2006) to promote a
multilingual Catalonia, with Catalan as the primary language, and Castilian the secondary.
Throughout its rather brief post-Franco history, 1976-present, the Generalitat has been a stable
government with "highly consensual. .. parliamentary politics" (Ferrer, 190,2000) that do not
receive much radical opposition. This consistency, as well as the general autonomy of Catalonia,
has contributed immensely to the success of Catalan; it has been a welcome environment in
which the language can prosper, without the strong influence of Madrid and Castilian."
National communities tend to coalesce around a common language. However, many
models of successful multilingual states have demonstrated that a national language is a cultural
construction of national identity. Today, for example, linguistic autonomy within Spain has
grown so much, that Spain is the largest multilingual state in Europe with a population of
42,500,000 people compared to Belgium's"

10,400,000 and Switzerland'sxii 7,400,000 (One

World). Spain is also a leader among nation states that promote linguistic diversity. This
contrasts greatly from France, whose citizens have been accustomed to a large, nationalist
federal policy since the Revolution over two hundred years ago and for whom autonomous
governments are relatively unfounded. xiii
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II. France
The anti-regionalist policies in France, stemming from the new regime's efforts to unify
the French Republic following the Revolution, have continued through the decades. These
policies have expanded to the detriment of Catalan, resulting in its near-demise, and also in a
system of diglossia with French in the position of prestige amongst the two languages. While
Spain has weakly supported Castilian, permitting the growth of Catalan, France has sought to
suppress Catalan. Today L 'Acadamie Francoise, a representative and proponent of French
language ideology, carries on the policy outlined above and defines their mission "sera de
travailler, avec tout le soin et toute la diligence possibles,
langue et
francaise).

a la rendre

a donner

des regles certaines

a notre

pure, eloquente et capable de traiter les arts et les sciences" (L'academie

xiv

Today, in the European Union, France notoriously perseveres with anti-regionalist
/

policies. An example of this policy is the Article 2 addendum to the French constitution and its
implications for the European Charter for Regional and Minority Languages, or ECRML. The
French Parliament introduced the 1992 additions to the French Constitution. Most notably within
the constitutional additions was Article 2, an addendum that declared: "The language of the
Republic is French," (The Constitutional Council, 1999) a measure that exemplifies the solidarity
of the French language to the French people. Various members of Parliament, recognizing the
potential hazards that Article 2 would have towards regional languages, proposed a subamendment to the controversial addendum. However, Parliament as a whole rejected the addition
that would have read: "The language of the Republic is French, with respect for the regional and
territorial languages and cultures of France." The movement to amend the controversial Article 2
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of 1992 has taken root in Parliament twice since its initial failure, in 2005 and 2006, respectively,
but has failed both times (Agresti, 2008).
The French government also manifested its anti-regionalist ideology as it failed to
comply with or ratify the ECRML. This treaty, drafted in 1992, outlines various measures
designed to promote regional and minority language use in education, administration and mass
media, as well as protect the languages. European powerhouses such as The Netherlands and
Spain'" signed the treaty in 1992, ratification 1998 and 2001, respectively. Despite the treaty's
wide acceptance throughout Western Europe, such that French scholar Audrey Gaquin even
claims that it "represente la 'norme europeenne' en matiere de diversite linguistique et
culturelle," (280, 2005) France did not sign the document until May 7, 1999, under heavy
pressure from the European Union. Even then, the French Parliament quickly blocked its
ratification, on June 15, 1999 (Agresti, 2008), declaring that the ECRML would "confer specific
rights on 'groups' of speakers of regional or minority languages within 'territories' in which
these languages are used, undermine the constitutional principles of the indivisibility of the
Republic, equality before the law and the unicity of the French people" and that "These
provisions are also contrary to the first paragraph of Article 2 of the Constitution"(The
Constitutional Council, 1999). Thus, Article 2 of the French constitution, drafted in 1992, at
approximately the same time as other European countries began to sign the ECRML, hindered
France's compliance with the ECRML.
In his article examining France's approach to the ECRML, Giovanni Agresti presents

twenty arguments, aside from a conflict with Article 2, that French policy-makers have utilized
against regional language recognition within France - from the notion that regional languages
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are against the French language to the simple idea that there is not time sufficient to deal with
regional languages within France (see figure 1).
Madrid and the Generalitat within Catalonia passed legislation granting autonomy to
Catalonia and recognition to Catalan as early as 1978. Aside from Madrid's historical
recognition of the language, the two governments continue to draft new, autonomy-granting
legislation. Yet even minute attempts at the recognition of France's regional languages, Catalan
included, have failed at the national level the only level with altercation abilities in national
French policy-making. The French government still does not officially recognize the Catalan
language spoken in its borders.
Once again, this explains the historical approach to the language, but many other factors
were at stake resulting in Catalan's immense success as a regional language within Spain.
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Figure 1: Classification of arguments used against the ratification and implementation of the
ECRML in France. (Source: adapted from Agresti, 2008)

a. The Constitutional Council's decision should be respected.
b. France is not the only country refusing to ratify the ECRML.
c. RMLs, (Regional and Minority Languages) are recognized, but not in the
Constitution.
cc. RMLs are already sufficiently well protected.
d. It is impractical to protect 'all the languages in the world' (including dead ones).
dd. The main thing is to protect French, a priority imposed by the budget and the
education system.
ddd. We must not jeopardize the interests of our children and the French people.
dddd. RMLs are against the French language.
e. Practical communication difficulties (in general, and legal/administrative problems
in particular) would arise if the ECRML were ratified.
ee. RMLs are a means of dividing the Republic at a time when the ultraliberal threat
of globalization is engulfing us.
eee. There is a risk of 'communal introversion', which is contrary to the desired
integration within the Republic.
eeee. The Republic is liable to die, be 'smashed into smithereens', become
Balkanized.
eeeee. There is a hidden agenda.
f. Some dialects do not deserve to be called languages.
g. RMLs are very nice, but let's leave it at that.
gg. Jokes are told about RMLs, often accompanied by anecdotes.
ggg. RMLs are 'yesterday's France' and striving to protect them is mere nostalgia.
h. We haven't got time to talk about that just now.
i. Jokingly lumping together RMLS, slang, and dead languages.
j. Emotionally tinged exclamations or quips geared solely to blurring the argument in
favor of RMLs and striving to protect loss of RML status.
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Population
Perhaps most rudimentarily, outside of historical and governmental influence, the
population of the two regions plays a significant role in the success of Catalan. While both the
Roussillon and Catalonia have a significant geographic distance from the respective centers of
their countries, the population within the regions differs. Catalonia, only one part of the Catalanspeaking conglomerate of regions within Spain,"" has a population of6,946,060, or 15.87% of
the population of the entire Spanish state (Institut d'Estadistica de Catalunya, 2006). Just over
the Pyrenees, the Roussillon, containing the only Catalan-speaking inhabitants of France, has a
population of 2,632,671 (Institut national de la statistique et des etudes economiques, 2010), or
4.19% of the total population of France. The percentage of inhabitants within Catalonia in
relation to the rest of the Spanish state justifies not only their sway over policy-making at the
national level, but also their generous grants of regional autonomy. The Catalan culture can
withstand the influence of the Castilian language because of the sheer number of Catalan
speakers in relation to Castilian speakers both in and outside of Catalonia. Catalan speakers
within the Roussillon, however, represent such a small minority in comparison to the remaining
population of the French state that their population, and its respective language, were swallowed
up with the numerically overbearing French population.
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Education
1. Spain
The legacy of Catalan instruction has also traditionally differed in the Roussillon and
Catalonia. The variations in the field of education in the regional language have progressed to the
degree that today the main language of instruction in Catalonia is Catalan, not Castilian. Yet,
Catalan is only marginally taught in the public schools of Perpignan with the eleven private,
regional language immersion schools, or Bressolas, offering instruction solely at the primary
level (Judge, 2007).
The fall of Franco reinforced the strong tradition of instruction in Catalan as the
Generalitat passed the Linguistic Normalization Law of 1983, a piece of legislation that, most
notably, mandated Catalan as the primary language of instruction in schools (see page 14). The
Language Policy Act of 1998 progressed further yet in educational initiatives and required a
proficiency in Catalan on the part of all teachers and professors. These pieces of legislation have
amplified the desire and necessity to be a fluent Catalan speaker, reader, and writer in Catalonia.
Students currently, for example, cannot receive a certificate of completion without a proficiency
in both Catalan and Castilian CRees, 1996). And presently, while the Generalitat is formulating a
piece of legislation requiring a proficiency in Catalan for employment within Catalonia, a
competency in Catalan is nevertheless considered during hiring, even if not yet required by law.
However, despite the conspicuous influence that regional legislation has had over Catalan
instruction in Spain, education remains a shared matter between the national and regional
govemments. Catalonia does not exclusively preside over the implementation of Catalan in
schools. A fundamental difference between the educational approaches of Catalonia and the
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Roussillon is that many of those who speak Castilian as a first language, and therefore prefer
Castilian as the language of instruction in the schools, still defend the right of those who speak
Catalan as a first language to be instructed in their vernacular. In fact, as early as Gunther and
Shabad's 1982 study, the researchers found that 67% of inhabitants in monolingual Spanish
provinces insisted that regional populations, such as those of Catalonia, ought to learn both
Catalan and Castilian. (458, 1982). Catalan receives the instructional support of not simply its
own speakers, nor those solely within its regional borders, but a widespread acceptance
throughout Spain. The same level of support, although found in pockets throughout France, is
not equally prevalent within the Roussillon.
/

II. France
Both the regional and national French governments, in pursuit of their traditionally antiregional language ideology, have encouraged the instruction of French in place of any
vernacular. French Prime Minister Jules Ferry, 1880-1881 and 1883-1885, initiated many of
these ideas.xvii Having forbidden Catalan instruction in schools in 1864, Ferry persisted with
more anti-regionalist educational policies. As Marley points out, under Ferry, not only was
instruction given completely in French, "mais [Catalan] u'etait pas enseigne comme langue
seconde, ce qui renforcait l'idee qu'il ri'etait pas une vraie langue" (19, 1995) and did not
warrant the status that the French language received. In addition, local governments warned
teachers that job loss could be a consequence of usmg or mentioning a regional language in the
classroom. As a result, teachers discouraged students from using Catalan and often punished
them for doing so (Marley, 1995). In his study on French sociolinguistics, author Ronald
Wardhaugh describes the opinion on regional language instruction at the time:
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It did not matter what language the children spoke: Flemish, German, Catalan,
Breton, etc. They were living in France and the language of France was French.
Every other language in France was inferior to French. It was therefore the
responsibility of the schools to teach French and to teach in French, and it was the
duty of those who knew no French to repair that deficiency.
(7, 1996).

In the latter half of the nineteenth century, many French policy makers and citizens also had a
strong distrust and misunderstanding of bilingualism. This led the French government to favor
French in schools not solely because policy makers believed it to be a language superior to those
spoken regionally, but also because French society viewed bilingualism as an unnatural
phenomenon and a handicap to children. Audrey Gaquin describes the French attitude towards
bilingualism at the time:
Ils ont meconnu ou ignore certains aspects fondamentaux des langues et du
bilinguisme, notamment le fait que de nombreuses personnes, en France comme
ailleurs, apprennent trois ou quatre langues et les parlent toutes couramment, sans
oublier leurs langues matemelles, ni les langues officielles de leurs pays.
(285, 2005).
These traditional policies and beliefs have resulted in French as the only accepted language of
instruction in schools today.
It was not untilla Loi Deixonne of 1951 that the French government modified the

educational policy concerning regional languages. This piece of legislation marked the first step
towards any regional language instruction in France. Permitting the instruction of four regional
languages, Catalan included, la Loi Deixonne still required an enrollment of fifteen students to
form a class (Marley, 1995) and did not make instruction in Catalan compulsory, as similar
legislation in Catalonia would do a few decades later. Rather, it dictated that teachers could offer
courses in the language for a maximum of one hour a week. This, too, differed from Catalonia's
requirement that the language of instruction in all subjects, save Castilian and English classes, be
Catalan. The new legislation also included regional languages as subjects on the baccalaureate
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exam, the entrance exam for French university, for the first time. Although offered, the subjects
were not weighed the same as other foreign languages, such as German or Italian (Wardhaugh,
1996). Today, although instruction of the Catalan language has been increasing, teachers are
nevertheless forbidden from educating pupils on the unique Catalan culture and historic identity
(Marley, 1995), thus rearing generations of citizens ill the Roussillon who identity themselves as
primarily French, and secondly Catalan. The central difference between the French and Spanish
approach to instruction in regional languages is that instruction is obligatory, and as we have
seen essential to a livelihood, in Catalonia but "in no case is it ever obligatory for a student to
take one of these languages [Catalan, Breton, etc.] in school" in France (Wardhaugh 8, 1996).
The minute presence of regional languages in the French educational system has contributed to
the now diminished presence of Catalan in the Roussillon as "I'education fut sans aucun doute le
facteur le plus important Ii influencer l'usage des langues et les attitudes linguistiques en
/

Roussillon" (Marley 20, 1995).
Today, the French government tolerates a great deal more regional language instruction
within its borders. This is partially due to the support that the Catalan speakers of the Roussillon
receive in their linguistic initiatives from Catalonia. Regional languages are still offered as
subjects on the baccalaureate, yet today they are weighed equally with other subjects and are
classified identically to other foreign languages (Wardhaugh, 1996). The number of students
enrolled in Catalan courses at all educational levels is also consistently on the rise (Marley,
1995). However, a proficiency in French is still the primary concern for educational policymakers. In his work, Giovanni Agresti cites a report given to Prime Minister de Villepin as
recently as 2006 that makes several suggestions forthe further implementation of French over
regional languages. The report suggests, for example, that parents who speak a regional or
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minority language "should force themselves to speak French at home so that their children get
used to only using this language" and "as many fathers demand that the family speak the original
dialect at home ... This necessitates contacting the father to encourage him in this direction" (191,
2008). The report also encourages teachers to speak with parents to ensure that French is the sole
language utilized in the home. While many schools in regions of France where regional
languages are spoken, such as the Roussillon, have a greater acceptance of regional languages, it
is obvious that there are still many obstacles to the type of instruction offered in Catalonia. Until
these regions implement regional languages in the school curriculum as more than an optional
second or third language, regional languages cannot grow in status or number of speakers.

Economy
Having examined the effects of govemmental policy on Catalan, I will now outline how
the unique, contemporary economies of these regions also determine the future usage of Catalan.
The Roussillon and Catalonia differ in more than their approaches to regional languages; the two
regions have distinct economic situations as well. Catalonia's traditionally successful economy,
among other things, permits circulation within the region without ever relying upon other
Spanish regions. The strengthened economy even attracts immigrants both from outside Spain
and from other, less economically sufficient regions within Spain such as Murcia and Andalusia,
with the population of foreigners rising parallel to Catalonia's successful economy (see figure 2).
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Figure 2: Evolution of immigrants in Catalonia 1994-2007. (Source: Adapted from Moreno 174,
2008)
1994

2007

2003

Number of
foreigners

Percent of
total
population

Number of
foreigners

Percent of
total
population

Number of
foreigners

Percent of
total
population

83,296

1.3

623,947

9.3

966,004

13.4

This is in addition to perhaps Catalonia's largest resource: Barcelona, the second largest city in
Spain and the country's maritime hub. And while Catalonia relies upon Barcelona as its
powerhouse economic capital, the Roussillon does not have an equivalent. Not only does the
Roussillon not hold a city the size of Barcelona, population 4,900,000, but its largest city,
Montpellier, population 257,092, is not even within the Catalan-speaking part of the region. A
strengthened economy is one of the criteria that Grenoble and Whaley cite as a typology of
language endangerment as economic stability represents a major factor in the prospects of a
regional language. Thus, Catalonia's strong economy facilitated the use of Catalan and according
to David Crystal, even "enhanced the prestige of the language in other Catalan-speaking areas"
(132,2000)

as the Catalan language became associated with economic prosperity. Not

preoccupied with economic stability, the Generalitat has had the luxuries of time and money to
support their regional language initiatives and legislation.
Where Catalonia's economy has flourished, the Roussillon has remained on the outskirts
of France's strong, centralized economy (Judge, 2007). The region's economic situation has
rested under the control of Paris since its acquisition in the seventeenth century. The
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unemployment rate in the Roussillon is higher than that of Catalonia and the rest of France (see
figure 3).

Figure 3: Unemployment and employment rates in Catalonia, the Roussillon, and France 2006.
(Source: INSEE 2004, my elaboration)

Employment-to-Population
Ratio Percentage
Catalonia
Languedoc-Roussillon
France

Unemployment Rate
Percentage

57A
42.9
50.6

6.60
11.5
9.5

At 18,863 GOP per inhabitant in 2004, the gross domestic product of the Roussillon, a major
indicator of its economic prosperity, also lags behind Catalonia's 25,900 GOP per inhabitant and
is declining (see figure 4). The map (see figure 5) also outlines the Roussillon's low GOP in
/

comparison to Catalonia and the rest of France.

Figure 4: Gross domestic product per habitant in Catalonia, the Roussillon, and France 20032004. (Source: INSEE 2004, my elaboration)
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Figure 5: Gross domestic product per habitant in Western Europe 2004. (Source:
INSEE 2004)

As a result of these economic adversities, the young workers of the Roussillon are forced to
leave their region for more economically stable regions in the rest of France, thus exchanging
Catalan for French in the workplace.

xviii

Traditionally when a group comes to associate a

language with poverty or low economic standards, as are common in the Roussillon, the speakers
of the language will rebuff and discontinue its use (Byrnes 606, 1999). The speakers wish to
associate themselves with the language of success and economic prosperity. In comparison, the
workers of Catalonia were able to live and work in their region of birth, breathing continuity into
their language and avoiding unnecessary contact with Castilian.
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While the Generalitat, following Franco, had expendable resources to invest in their
language initiatives, the Roussillon did not. Since Franco's fall, Catalonia has been able to
instate language initiatives; the Roussillon has struggled to support many of its inhabitants with
jobs and adequate living standards.

Religion
The Catholic Church, a historically influential institution, also contributed to Catalan's
respective success and demise in Catalonia and the Roussillon as "le maintien d'une langue
minoritaire semble etre plus probable si elle est utilisee dans la vie religieuse du groupe" (Marley
85, 1995). Although not an exceptionally religious region of Spain, Catalonia was nevertheless
affected by the clergy's active role in preserving their language, particularly under Franco. For
example, the Catholic monastery Montserrat, located just outside the city of Barcelona and the
emblem of Catalonian nationalism, was "the driving force of Catalanist Catholic opposition to
Franco" with its Abbot, Dom Aurelio Escarare speaking out against Franco and later facing exile
(Johnston 499, 1989). Outside of Catalonia, the Church continued, albeit unknowingly, to assist
in the preservation of Catalan. The Catholic Church within Spain superintended the state's
central social institutions. This contrasted greatly from many other European countries, including
France, for whom the state controlled such institutions (Aguilar, Humblebaek, 2002). The
Catholic Church acquired a great deal of control over entities that would have otherwise been
allotted to the central government, thus procuring more potential autonomy for Catalonia and its
language.
Catholic-run schools in Catalonia traditionally gave instruction in Catalan, even when
prohibited by law, a dogma described as "the preoccupation of the church with language culture"
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(Byrnes 603,1999). This, of course, encouraged usage of the language. Today, post-Vatican

II,xix

the Catholic churches of Catalonia, even within metropolitan, touristic Barcelona, give mass in
Catalan well before Castilian. In addition, the clergy continue to foster the nationalist spirit for
which Catalonia is now renowned (Thomas 46, 1962).
In the Roussillon, The Catholic Church, without a strong presence, did not apply the same
policies on behalf of Catalan. Joseph Byrnes, for example, references an 1864 survey revealing
that although the Catholic church ran and instructed in roughly fifty percent of the schools in the
Roussillon at the time, Catalan was not the language of instruction in any educational institution,
Catholic or otherwise (605, 1999). And while Catalan succeeded Latin as the language of mass
in Catalonia, French became the language of the church in the Roussillon. Through these
policies, the Church did not simply discourage Catalan, but encouraged French in its place. In
fact, Byrnes describes the Catholic Church's general approach to Catalan in the Roussillon as "a
strategy of laissez-faire that genuinely impaired [the Church's] influence" (626, 1999) over such
things as linguistic policy and Catalonian culture, two sectors over which the Church held great
sway in Catalonia. Today, the Church in the Roussillon has not altered its policy with respect to
Catalan. Just as it was one hundred and fifty years ago, Catalan is not the language of mass or the
catechism; French has been substituted.

Socio-Cultural Effect
As previously explained, an open, accepting governmental policy towards regional
languages is essential to the languages' success. Yet other factors can contribute equally to
regional language success, notably the cultures of the surrounding peoples. As early as 1962,
Earl W. Thomas predicted that "the cultural influences which bear on the [Catalan] problem are
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likely, in the long run, to prove stronger than the political ones" (48, 1962). The combination of a
heavy usage of Catalan, post-Franco, in religious, educational, and governmental institutions and
the positive attitudes of the people resulted in Catalan's success in Catalonia. However, the
combination of the non-usage of Catalan in those institutions in the Roussillon and the passive,
or even negative, attitudes of the French people resulted in Catalan's demise in that region.
1. Spain

Spanish language legislation has made significant advances since the authoritarian
restrictions that Franco placed upon regional languages. However, Franco's influence is everpresent within Spanish culture, especially regarding the Spanish state and nationalist movements.
Compared to France, where centralist policies and nationalist attitudes are as much a part of the
culture as baguettes and Moliere, Franco's centralist policies were something of an anomaly in
the overall history of the Spanish state. In their article outlining the effects of Franco upon the
new Spanish democracy, Aguilar and Humblebaek mention that as of 1995, 64.2% of Spanish
citizens, both within and outside of Catalonia, thought the "mark of the dictatorship" could still
be felt (130, 2002). Aguilar and Humblebaek also mention that, as a result of Franco's
dictatorship over the Spanish state, its peripheral nations are "very reluctant to use the term
nation to refer to Spain, regarding Spain merely as a political structure composed of different
nations such as the Basque, the Catalan, and the Galician" (133, 2002 emphasis added). As a
result, many Spanish citizens today fear any strong initiatives from the central government in
Madrid, allowing an excellent, unhindered environment for Catalan to develop and prosper as a
language within autonomous Catalonia.
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Catalonia has also hosted a number of important linguistic rights and independence
movements. Indeed, on June 6-9 1996, Catalonia's cultural hub, the capital city, Barcelona,
played host to the signing of the hallmark Universal Declaration

of Linguistic Rights. This

document, signed by countless worldwide NGOs and Pen Centers declared, among other things,
"the right to the use of one's own language both in private and in public," "the right to the use of
one's own name" and "the right to receive attention in their own language from government
bodies and in socioeconomic relations" (Universal)."
Catalonia is renowned for the multitude of independence movements that the Catalan
people often lead within its borders, particularly in Barcelona. Earl W. Thomas astutely observed
this fact in his 1962 study as he stated that "nationalism is nowhere so strong as in Catalonia"
(45). Catalonia's autonomous government fosters these movements, but separatist movements
are also an inherent part of Spanish culture. Janet Diaz cites Ganivet's Idearium E5paFIOI (1896)
saying that it "identified 'local rights' as one ofa cluster of peculiarly Spanish characteristics"
(214, 1979). This ilmer drive for independence and separatism, substantiated in the attitudes of
many Spanish citizens, could result from a history of independence and autonomy efforts seen
throughout the Iberian Peninsula. Portugal initiated this trend achieving their independence from
the Spanish state as early as 1640, following over a century of occupation and repression. It is
also possible that the widespread history of regional identities, "conceived of in complementary,
not exclusionary, ways," and resulting in "the widespread phenomenon of duel identities within
Spain" (Aguilar, Humblebaek 141, 2002) contributes to this unique component of Spanish
culture. These facts offer an explanation as to the Spanish separatist culture. However, they also
illuminate reasons for the French, centralist one as France lacks the degree of autonomy seen in
many Spanish regions and does not play host to near the number of independence movements as
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are seen in Catalonia and other regions of Spain. xxi Given these facts, it is little wonder why an
underpinning for autonomy and independence is not an innate characteristic of the French
culture.
II. France
The unique French language ideology, a prevailing force in French culture today, differs
greatly from its Spanish counterpart. The ideology, as Wardhaugh describes, "makes it difficult
for many who use French to set any high value on other languages," (4, 1996). The people of the
Roussillon have now come to associate French "comme la langue de la promotion sociale" and
Catalan as "une langue de seconde classe" (Marley 21-2, 1995). Paris, the heart of the centralized
French Republic government, has based the language supremacy on three central ideas:
"Identity, Insecurity, and Image" (Ager, 2008). Although French citizens acknowledge the
precepts behind these ideas of language supremacy, the ideas can befuddle many citizens of
other nations.
Firstly, France is a nation-state, with the French language as the most important tool for
unity and nationalism. This mentality is only egged on by public figureheads such as Jean
Grenet, the Mayor of Bayonne, a city located in a regional-language speaking area of France. In
2004 he was quoted saying,
According to the principle of equality, French is the language we all share and
therefore we ought to use only French ... We should not succumb to the temptation
to take the language issue too far. We all speak French here, so if anyone likes let
them translate for themselves.
(Kizjuntz, 2008).
The second idea that runs prevalently through French culture is that the French Republic, along
with its language, could cease to exist one day. This was especially relevant at the time of the
Revolution since a great deal of insecurity came from "social outsiders" such as women, the
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poor, and non-French speakers (Ager, 2008), who threatened the growing social steadiness of the
time period. However, that fear has transcended to contemporary times as well as is clear from a
continued linguistic policy that promotes French over any regional language.
These first two ideas explain the French popular culture's fanaticism, paranoia, and
defensiveness regarding their language. Yet the French language supremacy also contends that
the French Republic is destined to be a great nation and to spread their prominence to other
cultures and languages - regional languages such as Catalan, included. French language pride,
rooted so firmly into the French culture, offers an explanation as to the cultural approach to the
Catalan language.
As ingrained as these ideas are within the French government, the anti-regionalist policies,
especially towards regional languages, should come as little surprise. Catalan, an outside
language, could pollute the pure French language resulting in improper usage. This language
pollution could lead to the demise of the French language,"?' which, if we recall, constitutes one
of the central ideas of French supremacy and is a very prevalent fear within the French culture.
The only solution to the issues that threaten the grandeur of the French language is to 1) destroy
regional languages and 2) assimilate the social outsiders - policies that a great many within the
French, even leaders such as Jean Grenet, have adhered to and currently support (Ager, 2008).
As outlined above, the slight existence of regional languages in contemporary France
hinders many French speakers from working to protect Catalan for the simple reason that Catalan
has not maintained a strong presence within France. Fear, insecurity, and the strong feelings of
shame that accompany the use of the regional language may result in the same phenomenon. The
French culture is also a private one, as evidenced in the government's approach to religion. xxiii
Cultural markers, such as a regional language, are left at home and exchanged with French ones
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in the street or workplace.
Unless the attitude of the people of the Roussillon changes regarding their regional
language, Catalan will not survive in the Roussillon since "the direct determinant for language
shift is a modification in the attitude which a speech community holds towards its traditional
language" (Grenoble & Whaley 38, 1998). Catalonia, however, supports Catalan through usage,
and thus continuation, of the language, from parents to children and also through the usage of the
language in public arenas. Thus, the language has excellent prospects for continuity in that
region. Despite the ardent linguistic support that citizens of the Roussillon can witness in
Catalonia, Catalan simply does not have the prestige of the French language and this contributes
greatly to its diminished use in the Roussillon.
Official statistics from I 'Institut National de la statistique et des etudes economiques,
confirm the passivity that many French parents feel towards regional languages. They choose not
to use the language with their children, despite having spoken it with their parents. When asked,
in a 1999 survey conducted by I'Institut, to specify their "langues parlees
adultes

a qui les parents

a leurs enfants par les

parlaient une langue etrangere" or "languages spoken to their children

by adults whose parents spoke a regional language," 46% of survey takers responded "francais
uniquement" or "only French," 24% responded "cette langue [regionale] seulement
occasionnellement"

or "regional language only occasionally," 19% responded "cette langue

[regionale] habituellement" or "regional language usually," and 11% responded "cette langue
[regionale] uniquement" or "only regional language" (see figure 6). A similar study, conducted
in Catalonia in 2003, by I 'Institut d 'Esadistica de Catalunya, showed different results. When
asked which language he/she used with the oldest child in the family, 44.48% of survey-takers
responded "nomes catala" or "only Catalan," 2.20% responded "mes catala" or "mostly
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Catalan," 5.06% responded "ambdues" or "both," 5.71 % responded "mes castella," or "mostly
Castilian" and 38.60% responded "nomes castella" or "only Castilian" (see figure 7). These
statistics manifest how citizens of the Roussillon, despite experience with a regional language,
still opt for the French language whereas citizens of Catalonia put a great deal of emphasis on the
continued use of the Catalan language within their families. This decision to either utilize or to
not utilize the Catalan language has contributed to the continued presence of the regional
language within these differing cultures.

Figure 6: Langues parlees a leurs enfants par les adultes it qui les parents parlaient une langue
etrangere 1999 France. Languages spoken to their children by adults whose parents spoke a
regional language 1999 France. (Source: adapted from Clanche)
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Figure 7: Poblacio segons us os linguistics amb membres de Ia familia 2003 Catalunya: Fill mes
gran. Population according to linguistic uses with family members 2003 Catalonia: Eldest child.
(Source: IDESCAT, 2008. My elaboration)
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Methodology
For a regional or minority language to thrive, the regional people must, quite simply,
speak it. In my experience in Spain, in and outside of Catalonia, and my experience in France, I
witnessed the attitudes of these contrasting cultures. Cognizant of this disparity between cultures,
I conducted my own field research in Apri I of 20 11. I interviewed the citizens of Girona, located
in Catalonia, Spain, and Perpignan, located in the Roussillon, France, about their opinions on
regional languages.

xxiv

I found Girona and Perpignan, cities of similar population density, to be

excellent sources for my data collection as they were neither so small as to be linguistically
separated from the remainder of the region as are many small towns in northern Catalonia in
Spain, but also they were not so large as to necessitate the use of Spanish for tourists' sake, as
Barcelona would have been. During my time in Perpignan and Girona I conducted covert
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observations, noting which language, Catalan or Spanish in Girona, or Catalan or French in
Perpignan, people chose to speak in various public arenas. I observed individuals in three
locations: cafes, tabacs, and grocery markets, noting which language the individual chose to
speak to the waiter in the cafes or the clerk in the tabacs and markets. The objective of this
activity was to see if there were language choice trends between the French and Spanish cultures.
The results manifest how the cultures of the people of France and Spain profoundly affected the
survival of Catalan in these two regions.
Of the thirty individuals observed in Perpignan, twenty-nine chose to speak French,
regardless of Catalan language ability (see figure 8). Yet, twenty-one of the thirty subjects of
Girona chose to speak Catalan'?" (see figure 9). These results manifest how people of Girona,
when communicating with a stranger in a public space, tend to choose Catalan as the mode of
communication. However, the citizens of Perpignan, another city with a prevalent Catalanspeaking population in France, choose French, regardless of bilingual abilities that I had
predetermined'T" before commencing observation. Since the Catalan language is not an issue of
critical importance in French culture, and regional languages are often a point of mockery within
the French government, (see figure 1, sub-section gg and i) the continuation and use of their
regional language would not be a point of importance within the culture of the people of
Perpignan. However, as explained above, popular culture in Catalonia, as well as the majority of
Spain for the past thirty-five years, values regional languages and demands linguistic equality.
This could explain why so many more citizens of Catalonia chose to speak Catalan both in public
arenas and at home.
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Figure 8: Language Choice in the Public Arena: Perpignan. (Source: Data collection in
Perpignan, France. April 2011)
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Figure 9: Language Choice in the Public Arena: Girona. (Source: Data collection in Girona,
Spain. April 2011)
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Results
Although the results of the formal observations do showcase an inclination of the citizens
of Perpignan for French in place of Catalan, regardless of bilingual ability, other, informal
observations exposed even more language culture discrepancies between France and Spain. For
example, during my time in Girona, citizens were posting large, colorful notices for an
independence demonstration to be held in Barcelona the following day. These posters were
written exclusively in Catalan. At times, the linguistic obstinacy of the citizens of Girona
impeded my research methodology such as when I was conducting informal surveys. For
example, one woman with whom I was conversing refused to speak in Castilian, writing, "I'm
not Spanish, I'm Catalan" on her informal survey. Finally, while the local governments of both
Perpignan and Girona displayed bilingual street signs throughout the towns, shop owners in
Perpignan did not advertise their storefronts in Catalan as they did in Girona. Cafe owners did
not offer menus in both languages. The French culture, imposing the primacy of the French
language, does not encourage these displays of a regional language. Catalonia, however, presents
a hospitable environment in which both those who speak Castilian and those who speak Catalan
as a first language can utilize their vernacular in the quotidian sphere, be it public or private.

Future Studies
There are, of course, a number of limitations within this study. A notable deficiency is the
small number of observations conducted. Also, additional regional locations in Perpignan and
Catalonia could have enhanced not merely the number of linguistic interactions recorded, but
could have provided additional breadth to the observations. A larger study could collect data
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upon language attitudes of citizens of the Roussillon and Catalonia that could further make the
argument that the citizens of the Roussillon and Catalonia had as great an influence upon their
regional language as their respective governments.
A great deal can be expanded upon from this study. Linguists theorize that an endangered
language's prospects for demise are heightened when it maintains close linguistic relations with
the language of hegemony. A deep case study comparing the heightened prospects of an
endangered language that is both linguistically related, such as Catalan and Castilian of Spain,
two languages that follow a similar syntactic and phonetic pattern, and unrelated, such as French
and Akan of Ghana, two languages that do not follow the same linguistic pattern, would be
immensely interesting and could be further reasoning behind endangered language survival that I
did not approach in this study.

Conclusion
I have explained the political history of the Catalan language and how the legislative
policies in France and Spain have influenced the viability of the Catalan language. These
historical approaches to the language have opened the doors for contrasting language policies
spanning from initiatives in the media and education in Catalonia to the prohibition of the
language's educational instruction in the Roussillon. But Catalan did not flourish in Spain and
wallow in France solely as a result of the government's historical and contemporary approach;
other factors such as the economy and the Catholic Church held sway over the language's future.
Yet, as Earl W. Thomas noted in his 1962 study, published even before the downfall of Franco,
culture also affects language:
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The cultural influences that bear on the [Catalan] problem are likely, in the long
run, to prove stronger than the political ones. The conditions of modern life favor
the further spread of the few great languages at the expense of those spoken by
relatively few people, even to the extent of threatening the national tongues of the
smaller nations.
(48).

Culture has been perhaps the most significant determinant for the Catalan language.
Governmental intervention and economic strength aside, the Catalan language could not have
persisted, and will not continue to burgeon, without a bolstering regional culture, as presented,
for example, in Catalonia. As a result, they do not speak the language in public arenas, preferring
French, and do not speak it amongst close family members such as parents and children.
The preamble to the Universal Declaration of Linguistic Rights outlines the various
threats regional languages and their respective communities face ascertaining that they "are
currently threatened by a 1) lack of self-government, 2) limited population or one that is partially
or wholly dispersed, [and] 3) fragile economy, which make it impossible for many languages to
survive and develop" (Universal). As the Roussillon region of France exemplifies each of these
threats, the demise of the Catalan language in that region is conceivable.
However, the global community should mourn the loss of any language. A famous Welsh
proverb states that "a nation without a language is a nation without a heart." For the Catalans, be
they citizens of the Roussillon or of Catalonia, the Catalan language is a unique method of
communication, and for the citizens of Catalonia it is, "a marker of their own shared identity to
be used among themselves and, at the same time, manifest the ability to incorporate Castilian
seamlessly as an alternative mode of expression" (Gade 437,2003). Myself, a native speaker of
just one language, I cannot understand the "dolor de llengua," or "pain of the tongue" that so
many Catalans describe when referencing the usage of Castilian. Yet as a close friend of mine, a
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native of Girona, Spain, and bilingual speaker of Castilian and Catalan, once explained: "Si,
hablo castellano. Puedo hablar con cualquiera, puedo hablar contigo. Pero no es mi lengua, no es
la lengua de mi corazon" or "Yes, I speak Castilian. I can speak with whomever, I can speak
with you. But it is not my language, it's not the language of my heart." The Catalan language has
progressed to the point that today it defines a whole people, divided across political boundaries,
but united under one language.
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Endnotes

i

The French and Spanish governments signed the Treaty of the Pyrenees in 1659, ending

decades of war. The treaty mandated the current French-Spanish border and, among other things,
allotted the city of Perpignan and the Roussillon region of northern Catalonia to France and
allotted southern Catalonia to Spain.
ii

In fact, the subject-verb-object,

SVO, order of discourse is a central characteristic of Indo-

European languages, incorporating almost all of the languages spoken within France at this time.
The French language, along with Italian and the other Romance languages, actually derived

iii

from Vulgar Latin.
The town of Avignon in the Provence Region of southern France also stipulated a great deal of

iv

control over public policy at this time. In response to this, the government in Paris became
stricter in order to impose hegemony.
v

These are all indicators of the prospects of regional language survival outlined in Grenoble and

Whaley's "Toward a Typology of Language Endangerment" (1998).
vi

vii

S ee previous
.
note.
Ironically, Franco himself was Galician (Diaz 214, 1979), of the regional language Galician, a

prominent regional language within Spain.
viii

There is one radio station, Radio Arrels, which emits solely in Catalan in the Roussillon.

However, there is but one regional language television channel in France and it emits one
twenty-minute Catalan program every three weeks (Marley, 1995).
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The Generalitat produces stamps in Catalan because the national Spanish mail service, Correa,

ix

produces stamps written exclusively in Castilian.

x

Not all Spanish people are in accordance with the national policy regarding regional languages,

however. There is always debate amongst Spaniards, even within the government, concerning
Spain's open linguistic policy. Although many, even outside of Catalonia, defend regional
language rights, there are also many who resent the use and prevalence of Catalan and the other
minority languages within their respective regions.
xi

Belgium and Switzerland also have more than one official national language. The Dutch-

language movement in Belgium, for example, struggled for over two hundred years to procure a
status equal to French. Today, not only does the Belgian constitution guarantee freedom of
language, but the country also maintains its two official languages: French and Dutch. For more
information on this topic see (Craen 2002).
XII

xiii

S ee previous
.
note.
However, some French autonomous governments have historically existed in France: the

region of Brittany, of the regional language Breton, and the island of Corsica, off the southeast of
France are two examples.
xiv

Most recently, for example, L 'Academie Francaise has refused to incorporate certain Arabic

words into French lexicon. It should also be noted that many nations, European and otherwise,
and including Spain, have similar language academies. Yet, Spain's equivalent to I 'Academie
Francoise, la Real Academia Espanola, declares in its mission statement that it "tiene como
misi6n principal velar porque los cambios que experimente la Lengua Espafiola en su constante
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adaptaci6n a las necesidades de sus hablantes no quiebren la esencial unidad que mantiene en
todo el ambito hispanico" (Real Academia Espanola).
Contrasting France's approach to the ECRML, Spain signed the document on November 5,

xv

1992, although such is the nature of Spain's linguistic rights, that the ECRML had little effect on
Spanish linguistic policies (Arzoz, 2008).
The other Catalan-speaking regions within Spain include the Balearic Islands, Valencia, and

xvi

select regions of Aragon.
Jules Ferry, although controversial in many of his educational policies concerning regional

xvii

language use, contributed unequivocally to the free education system of contemporary France.
His legislation, among other things, led to the construction of new schools in more impoverished
areas of France and the availability of a secular education to both boys and girls.
xviii

The coastal location of the Roussillon has also contributed to Catalan's demise in the region,

as retirees, clearly not requiring employment, constitute the majority of the sedentary population.
However, the region is also a haven for students and tourists. Spanning from all the regions of
France, these groups shuttle the French language into the region.
Prior to Vatican II, or the Second Vatican Council, the clergy could not offer mass in

xix

languages other than Latin.
xx

Interestingly enough, General Franco violated all of these rights during his tenure as dictator of

Spain.
xxi

Independence movements are still prominent in Brittany and the island of Corsica. See note

xu.
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xxii

This idea warrants some examination as a great deal of language contact phenomena has

occurred between Castilian and Catalan in Catalonia, (see Nussbaum & Valls, 1995 and Sole,
2003 for further reading).

xxiii

For example, in September 2010, the French government controversially outlawed the public

usage of the burqa, a full-body covering that some Muslim women employ. This is a patent
example of how the French have traditionally regarded religion as a private matter, constrained
to the home.
xxiv

xxv

I selected these cities because for their comparatively large Catalan-speaking populations.
Two of the three individuals who chose to speak Castilian were non-native Castilian speakers

and thus, probably did not have Catalan language abilities.
xxvi To

predetermine bilingual abilities of those I observed, I listened to ensure that the participants

had a bilingual command of both Catalan and French or Catalan and Castilian when they spoke
with customers, the clerk, etc.
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